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Text: John 1:1-5 Sermon by David L. Gray
Memorial Sunday, May 29, 1983
First Congregational Church
Wauwatosa, WI

YOU ARE A TRANSFORMER1

A Transformer is a very important thing and most of us are familiar with it
in terms of electricity. Power comes in from outside, it is transformed or
changed and then goes out in another form to accomplish a particular task.
Another way of using a transformer is in changing forms of light. For example
in the discovery of a laser beam: Light from a source outside comes into a
cylinder,is reflected off silver backed mirrors and focused in a particular
way so that when it comesout the other end of the cylinder,it is concentrated
in a density which makes it an extremely powerful beam of light. In its new
form, as a laser, light is so strong that it can drill a hole in some of the
hardest material known to man, like a diamond. It is so precise that it can
do things like putting the retina of an eye back together with its support
so as to prevent a detachment. It can perform microsurgery on parts of
single cells. It can communicate sound faster than wires or radio waves
over long distances on optical fibers. This is all light transformed into
a laser. Scientists have discovered that there is a liquid laser, a die laser,
gas lasers, chemical lasers, semi-conductor lasers, solid lasers - each different
ways of transforming light.

God is the original Transformer. He changes the form of what existed in the
past to something new. Out of chaos He brought an almost incomprehensible
order creating a universe. Where there was no water He brought water. Where
there was no dry land he brought dry land. Where there were no living creations
of plants or creatures he brought life. And perhaps the most amazing trans
formation was mankind - human beings, men and women into whom He breathed the
breath of life,..as the Negro spiritual puts it, "and man became a living soul".
Out of the dust, the dirt, the clay, God made not simply a pot, an earthen
vessel - but within that earthen vessel He put something special - something
unique that was not there in all the rest of His creation: a living soul.

We are so mysteriously and wonderously made that even today we don't fully
understand just how we are made and how we function. There is so much we do
not really understand about ourselves that we often prefer to hide what our
real feelings are within our souls so that others won't see them. Between
birth and death, the years are filled with many problems of growing up, of
failure and folly, of achievement and hope, of joy and desire endlessly changing
from hour to hour but often pointing 1n a puzzling direction. "How did all this
come to be?" "Why 1n the world are we here?" "And, where in the world are we
going?" Somehow, at the end of 1t all, we are supposed to believe that our soul
returns to God. Where did our soul come from anyway?

There are many persons who believe that the soul is something that was given to
us just like our physical form and our rational nature and that somewhere, in
the forming of our life out of pain and hope, out of fear and love, the soul
is born:not of the flesh but of the will of God - mysteriously - wonderously,
as Dr. Samuel Miller puts it, "with the wings of an inevitable destiny known
only to God's dream, the soul is born to us".












